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Dear Mrs. Ferraro:

A new world is only a new mind. Maby, you are the "New Mind", and I am quite sure you are the wright person, with your mind and with your hart for the New World humanity is waiting for. Humanity is tired, to be still in the grips of prehistory. And you could help people, in this era of mutation, to cast off its hairshirt and to learn the trade of being human.

People dont want anymore old faces (old without even having grown up, unable to deal with a new era); humanity is tired of massacre and torture. And humanity shall go on a pilgrimage in search of something that still does not exist but that we all can produce - "New Ideas" - for a different quality of life.

With this theme, extremely topical, and with Nature and Art (giving a more human dimension to Life) I had in mind to make a film-documentary to be shown in New York after (we all hope) democratic victory!

Title of my work: "The New Man", or even better "MAN WITHOUT HIS LUST FOR EVIL", as in our time death and violence are too present always.

Nature and Art, meaningful and vital message (music Vivaldi, Mahler). Life is no longer the pursuit of death and try to awake humanity from the sleep of reason, and help humanity to search peace, but no a peace based on resignation, just when yet too many people are still swinishly accustomed to a negative and unchangeable course of events.

Some of the most importat paintings of Museum will appear - thanks to an astute use of montage - to be out amid the greenery of gardens, no longer just for an élite but available to a vast and classless audience. A message of Humanity, with Nature and Art. (To be filmed in colour and it will also be shown in schools and factories.)

The Protagonist (the "Man without his lust for evil")

p.t.o.
of this film-documentary and his partner - a latter
day Beatrice - will go, meeting the principals and
corps de ballet to natural beauty, towards Life in a
Sunkist town where they will await, with inexhaustible
richness of melody, a new generation, a more human one.

Maby someone of your staff could kindly give me an hand
in finding sponsors into Unites States. Should it not
be difficult as humanity is eager of this theme, and
you could thus be the one to present to the world "The
Man without his lust for evil".

I wish you all the best.

Very sincerely yours,

80121 Naples, Italy.

Mrs. Geraldine Ferraro
Mondale Campain Head-quarter
369 Lexington Avenue
10017 NEW YORK N.Y.
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